
STEEL PLATE SHOOTING AT BISLEY
25 OCTOBER 2014

Gallery Rifle Action Weekend

75 ROUNDS MINIMUM    £ 8.00   

LBR, LBP, 22rf. U/lever, L/release. Enter with as many gun types as you like.

Re-enter as often as you like, £4.00 (with same gun type),  all entries to count.

Five stages, Three runs per stage, Five targets per stage, drop your slowest run on each 
stage. LBR's LBP's start holstered hands on ears, Rifles at 45 degrees 

No holster / not confident ? start at 45 degrees, 10 seconds added to overall time

Target diameters 10, 12, and 18 inches and 18 x 24 inch rectangles, possibly 10 to 45 yards 
in distance, and from 1'to 5' in height.  . Circa 30 minutes per match.

Also available as “pay and play”(note you must register for the meet at reception) 22 only

Duelling / swingball tree, this can be shot either as an individual or as a couple shooting 
against each other, 8*4 inch dia steels at 15 metres distance. When hit the steel transits from
one side of the tree to the other.

Shot as an individual : three runs per entry, shoot all the steels from one side to the other 
then back again. Shot against the clock. £4.00 per entry.

As a couple : three runs per entry, £5.00 per entry for each couple. 10 rounds per mag, as 
many mags as you think you will need. On the beep shoot all targets to opposite side of tree
First person with no steels his side of tree wins, max time allowed is between 15 and 25 
seconds, only the RO knows

Snooker.      £ 4.00 per entry
6 red steels and 6 colour steels at 15 metres. 12 rounds only per run, 3 runs per entry.
Pot a red. Pot a colour, your choice of colour but reducing size according to value of colour,
Value of steel as per snooker. Highest point score wins. Max time allowed 3 min per run.

We are a friendly group and all Ro'ing is one to one, so is like having your own personal 
trainer, Novice or experienced ALL WELCOME.

To enter go on to the NRA website then, Autumn GRAW 
Any questions ? I would welcome feed back so I can get an idea of how many people we 
are catering for , please contact me on pappasmooth@hotmail.co.uk  or 07402804007 .
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